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Abstract: 
In a stunningly short period of time, the unexpected coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-

19) pandemic, caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has 
turned the unprepared world topsy-turvy. Although the rapidity with which the virus struck was 
indeed overwhelming, scientists throughout the world have also been up to the task of 
deciphering the mechanisms by which SARS-CoV-2 induces the multisystem- and multiorgan-
inflammatory response that, collectively, contribute to the high mortality rate in affected 
individuals. In this issue of the JCI, Skendros and Mitsios et al., is one such team who report 
that the complement system plays a substantial role in creating the hyper-inflammation and 
thrombotic microangiopathy that appear to contribute to the severity of COVID-19. In support of 
the hypothesis that the complement system along with neutrophils and platelets contributes to 
COVID-19, the authors presented empirical evidence showing that treatment with the 
complement inhibitor, compstatin Cp-40, inhibited the expression of tissue factor in neutrophils. 
These results confirm that the complement axis plays a critical role and suggests that targeted 
therapy using complement inhibitors is a potential therapeutic option to treat COVID-19 induced 
inflammation.  

 
Coronaviruses are a perpetual threat  
 Coronaviruses are a group of related viruses that cause mild to severe diseases in both 
humans and animals. However, three of the last seven coronaviruses known to date have 
caused much more severe and often fatal respiratory infections in humans and have been 
largely responsible for the deadly pneumonia outbreaks in the 21st century (1-7). In humans, 
coronaviruses can cause a lethal disease called severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), in 
which the lungs suffer severe injury with inability to take up oxygen, resulting in potentially 
deadly hypoxia (4-5). Since the first major outbreak of SARS in 2002, there have been two 
major coronavirus pandemics: Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome (MERS) in 2012, and the 
present pandemic coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Therefore, as the virus passes from 
species to species and mutates through either immunologic shift or immunologic drift, novel 
pandemic-causing strains will most certainly appear in the future; and unless an efficient 
vaccine or targeted therapy is generated, pandemics with coronaviruses will be a perpetual 
threat. Complete understanding of the pathogenesis of COVID-19 will therefore be requisite if 
we are to identify pharmacological targets for the development of effective therapies in 
anticipation of future pandemics. 

SARS-CoV-2 infects human cells by attaching to angiotensin-converting enzyme 
2 (ACE2) expressed on the epithelial cells lining of the lungs, arteries, heart, kidney, and 
intestines (7-13). This interaction is the major determinant in tissue tropism, infectivity, and 
species range of the virus (7-9). Attachment of the virus then sets in motion a cascade of 
inflammatory events that collectively lead to severe inflammation of the lung parenchyma, 
impaired gas exchange with systemic release of inflammatory mediators, resulting in further 
inflammation, hypoxemia and frequently, multiple organ failure. The most striking pathology in 
COVID-19 patients is severe lung injury as a cumulative result of the interplay between the 
overactive immune and coagulation systems, which together generate conditions that 
exacerbate the morbidity (11-12). Increasing evidence now shows that the COVID-19 
pathogenesis is fueled by a maladaptive host inflammatory response that leads to excessive 
activation of innate pathways (10,11) that generate what is known as a “cytokine storm,” and 
excessive edema leading to pulmonary fibrosis and death. The question is: what are the 
molecular networks that lead to the excessive activation of innate immune pathways?  
 In a recent article entitled: “The four horsemen of a viral apocalypse,” Domingo et al. 
(12) elegantly described the pathology of COVID-19 to consist of four feedback loops: the viral 
loop, the hyperinflammatory loop, the non-canonical renin-angiotensin system (RAS) loop, and 



the hypercoagulation loop. According to this theory, the RAS facilitates viral entry through 
interaction between the SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) protein and ACE2. However, in addition to 
ACE2, the viral S protein also binds to the serine protease, TEMPRSS2, which cleaves the S 
protein into two functional subunits called S1 and S2 (13). The S1 binds to ACE2, whereas the 
S2 binds to TEMPRSS2 and these two events are postulated to be responsible for fusing viral-
host membranes (13). Whereas the viral loop enables the virus to evade the host's innate 
response resulting in uncontrolled viral replication and turning on a hyperactive immune 
response, the hyperinflammatory loop is largely responsible for the uncontrolled inflammatory 
response and recruitment of immune cells to the site of infection generating the associated 
cytokine storm. Finally, the hypercoagulation loop is the condition in which an uninterrupted 
interplay between inflammation and coagulation gives rise to an overactive inflammatory 
response and activation of the coagulation pathways, thereby leading to immune-mediated lung 
injury and the signature ARDS. 

Interestingly, although the primary function of ACE2 is to control the activity of ACE1 in 
the RAS, another important function of ACE2 is the conversion of des-Arg bradykinin (BK) into a 
non-functional pentapeptide. BK is one of the most potent vasoactive peptides known and is 
postulated to drive the edema seen in these patients (14,15). If, as postulated, the kinin system 
is activated in COVID-19, then the occupancy of ACE2 by the S protein would impair its ability 
to degrade BK, thereby facilitating the prolonged presence of BK in the tissues or the blood 
resulting in unregulated vascular permeability and edema (Figure 1). 
   
Cross-talk between complement and coagulation in COVID-19 pathology  
 What makes the article by Skendros and Mitsios et al. in this issue of the JCI (16) timely 
and relevant is not only that it identifies players, such as neutrophil extracellular traps and 
platelets, which together with complement drive COVID-19-induced immunothrombosis, but also 
it empirically confirms what had been already suspected from the very beginning of the 
pandemic, that the symptoms associated with COVID-19 infection were most likely brought 
about by a fine-tuned interplay between two of the most powerful and interactive systems of the 
blood namely, the complement system (14-20) and the coagulation pathway (21). Both systems 
belong to the so called “triggered enzyme cascades,” defined as systems where once set in 
motion, the product of one reaction becomes the enzyme of the next. It is, therefore, not 
surprising that these systems have a common evolutionary ancestry and similar homeostatic 
functions with regulatory molecules–either soluble and/or membrane-associated–that are able 
to discriminate between healthy and altered cells. Interestingly, both systems are also 
simultaneously activated in response to infection or injury, and the newly generated enzymes in 
turn are able to cross-activate each other (Figure 1). For example, complement triggered 
diseases clinically manifest in thrombosis, such as those seen in paroxysmal nocturnal 
haemoglobinuria (PNH) and atypical haemolytic uraemic syndrome (aHUS), and now COVID-
19. Although, the functions of both systems are tightly regulated, overactivation does occur 
when the systems are overwhelmed by severe bacterial or viral infections, as seen in the 
present COVID-19 pandemic. 

   The complement system is comprised of three independently activated pathways and 
constitutes as one of the most potent arms of innate immunity. It functions to fight against 
infection through a variety of processes that includes, enhancing phagocytic cells to clear 
pathogenic microorganisms and/or damaged cells, destroying invading pathogens by the 
membrane attack complex (MAC) or C5b-9 complex, and promoting inflammation through 
vasoactive products generated during activation of any of the three independent pathways. 
However, regardless of how or which complement system pathway is activated, the end result is 
the formation of the MAC membrane attack complex, which in turn is responsible for the tissue 
damage such as seen in COVID-19 patients. More importantly, activation fragments such as 
C3a and C5a are powerful chemoattractants and can recruit monocytes and macrophages, 



which secrete cytokines, such as IL-6, to contribute to the cytokine storm seen in infected 
patients. It is for this reason that therapies that target downstream events in the complement 
cascades have been proposed and successfully tried (17-20) including by Skendros and Mitsios 
et al. (16). 

Data accumulated to date also suggest that the coagulation system of patients with 
COVID-19 is highly activated, resulting in comprehensive microvascular thrombosis and the 
consumption of coagulation factors (19) giving rise to extensive microangiopathy and 
thrombocytopenia, prolongation of the prothrombin time, elevation of D-dimer, and decreased 
fibrinogen levels (22). In addition, diffuse thrombi are present not only in the lungs, but also the 
heart, liver, and kidney of COVID-19 deceased patients (19). Recent studies by Ramlall et al. 
(21) found that certain genetic disorders of the complement system (such as macular 
degeneration) or coagulation system (such as thrombocytopenia) are predictable risk factors for 
the morbidity and mortality seen in these patients, suggesting that these two pathways 
contribute substantially to disease severity.  
 The ability of COVID-19 infection to trigger simultaneous activation of multiple systems 
in the blood is clear. Therefore, until an effective vaccine is generated, targeted therapy against 
one system may inadequately silence the disease once it is triggered. Rather, a combination 
therapy targeting the critical steps in the various systems activated by COVID-19 including, viral 
attachment site (ACE2), viral structures that trigger the complement system, blood coagulation, 
and kinin system, as well as cytokine receptors may provide a more efficient therapeutic option. 
For example, treatment of patients with the compstatin-based complement C3 inhibitor AMY-
101 has already shown promise (10,16). Similarly, blocking the signal transduction pathway of 
IL-6 using monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) against the IL-6 receptor (IL-6R), such as Tocilizumab 
(TCZ) and Sarilumab, is also emerging as a useful strategy to prevent the cytokine storm (24).  
However, since entry of COVID-19 into epithelial cells depends on the interaction between the 
viral S-protein and cell surface receptors, ACE2 and TEMPRSS2, blocking viral entry may be 
the preferred option at the beginning of the infection. In support of this tenet is the recent trial by 
a clinically approved TEMPRSS2 inhibitor, which showed notable promise (13). Finally, since 
the kinin-kallikrein system has been strongly implicated in COVID-19 edema, therapeutic 
options that target BK receptors (14) as well as upstream events leading to BK generation are 
also likely targets that are being considered.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
Figure 1. Crosstalk between kinin, complement and coagulation systems. SARS-CoV-2 
binding to ACE2 prevents degradation of bradykinin to dysregulate vasodilation. Kallikrein, 
activates polypeptides to ultimately release bradykinin (BK), which results in vasodilation. 
Additionally, kallikrein activates the complement cascade and mediates the plasminogen 
cascade. Plasmin is a serine protease of plasma, which can regulate both the complement and 
coagulation systems. Although the major function of plasmin is to degrade fibrin clots in a 
process called fibrinolysis, it is also able to degrade a wide range of plasma proteins including 
complement proteins thereby generating activation fragments such as C3a and C5a that 
contribute to the cytokine storm and aggravation of the inflammatory process. 
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